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Abstract

This paper constructs an overlapping generations model of search equilibrium

that analyzes intergenerational and coordination traps simultaneously. When

parents are uneducated, their children often face difficulty in finishing school

and therefore are likely to remain uneducated. In addition, if children expect

that other children of the same generation will not receive an education, they

expect that firms will not create enough jobs for educated people and thus are

discouraged from schooling. These two mechanisms of poverty trap reinforce

each other, creating a dual poverty trap. Escaping from the trap requires a com-

bined, not separate, implementation of financial assistance for schooling, and

policies for changing agents’ expectations.
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1 Introduction

It has been argued that many low-income countries cannot escape from poverty be-

cause people in youth do not acquire sufficient education and therefore work only in

less productive sectors when they are adults. A survey by the World Bank’s World

Development Indicators 2006 (WDI) reports that the gross school enrollment rate for

secondary education among low-income countries (with a GNI per capita of $580 or

less with Atlas methodology) was only 45% in 2004. The literature on economic devel-

opment provides several potential reasons why many children do not receive education

in poor countries, and various aid programs are implemented aiming at resolving each

of those problems.1 However, difficulties faced by, and unsuccessful outcomes of, those

programs suggest that the reality is more entangled than the scenarios considered by

previous theories.

This paper develops a simple model of the poverty trap in which two seemingly un-

related problems reinforce each other, so that the solution of even one of the problems

is more difficult than when each problem exists separately. In an overlapping genera-

tions model of search equilibrium, we analyze intergenerational linkage in each family

or lineage, and coordination issues among the individuals of the same generation. If

parents in a family are not educated, children are less likely to obtain education than

otherwise. If the majority of other individuals of the same generation within the econ-

omy do not receive education, one might (correctly) expect the return from schooling

to be low, which lessens the incentive to receive education.

While each of these two mechanisms can separately create the possibility of a

poverty trap, this paper shows that, when they are simultaneously present, they re-

inforce each other so that the likelihood that the economy falls into a poverty trap is

considerably higher; that is, a coordination failure triggers the intergenerational trap,

whereas the limited intergenerational mobility makes the coordination trap more persis-

tent. In addition, we show that in economies trapped in poverty for both reasons–i.e.,

1For example, many theoretical studies of the poverty trap rely on the assumption that the financial

market is imperfect and therefore children cannot borrow enough against their future income. In such

a setting, children cannot afford education and therefore must remain poor, simply because they are

poor now. If this were the only problem, it would be solved by provision of education loans for poor

families.
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in dually trapped economies–the problem can be solved only when both intergen-

erational and coordination issues are tackled simultaneously and in a well-organized

way.

Regarding the intergenerational linkage, there are empirical views supporting the

hypothesis that the education level of parents has a significantly positive effect on chil-

dren’s school attendance, even after controlling for income (e.g., Strauss and Thomas

1995; Grootaert 1999; Ray 1998; Patrinos and Psacharopoulos 1997; Altonji and Dunn

1996).2 In particular, Bratti (2002) shows that children’s school level depends more on

family characteristics (parents’ education level and social class) than on parents’ cur-

rent income, using the British data. To explain those observations in a simple setting,

our model assumes that the cost of acquiring education is higher when one’s parent is

unskilled, i.e., when the parent neither is educated nor obtained some skill on the job.

As studied in the literature (e.g., Azariadis and Drazen 1990; De la Croix and Michel

2002, sec.5.2; Moav 2005), such intergenerational positive spillovers of education gener-

ate increasing returns in obtaining education and therefore may create multiple steady

states. If the initial generation obtains low education, then the subsequent generation

faces a higher cost of schooling and therefore again does not obtain education. Such a

link creates an intergenerational poverty trap.

The other key component of our model is coordination failure. We focus on the ten-

dency in low-income countries for children to have little prospect of finding a good job

even when they acquire education. Wakabayasi (1993, 1998) reported that throughout

the interviews, poor employment opportunities discouraged parents from sending their

children to the secondary school in poor communities of Roi-Et Province, Thailand.3

According to the survey conducted before the policy implementation, 20％ of the

households answered that their children were not permitted to go on to the secondary

school, and 15％ of them responded that their children did not want to attend the

2Behrman (1997, 2002) focuses on the effect of mother’s education level on children’s school at-

tainment.

3The Thai government initiated its seventh National Educational Development Plan (NEDPlan)

in 1992 to raise up to 9 years of mandatory education by 1996. Wakabayashi (1993, 1998) surveyed

the process of implementing the national educational policy at the local level in Roi-Et Province.
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secondary school.4 Many people including parents and children view the secondary

education as a waste of time. If they hold such a pessimistic expectation, it discour-

ages them from attending school even when it is financially affordable. In fact, the

pessimistic expectation is shown to be self-fulfilling when we explicitly consider the

frictional nature of the labor market: if there are few educated workers, firms are not

willing to create jobs that require educated workers as they think it difficult to find

appropriate workers successfully.

In the literature, previous studies have shown that multiple equilibria may emerge

if acquiring education on the part of workers and creating jobs on the part of firms

are strategic complements (see Laing, Parivos, and Wang 1995; Acemoglu 1997; Takii

1997; Burdett and Smith 2002). Rather, given that acquisition of education takes

much longer than creation of jobs, this paper stresses the importance of expectations

of young people. If one thinks other agents have a pessimistic expectation, one can

rationally expect that other agents will not receive education and that, when they are

grown up, firms observing this will not create enough jobs. Therefore, this bad outcome

cannot be avoided unless all young agents somehow coordinate their expectations; that

is to say, a coordination trap emerges.

Previous studies have analyzed intergenerational and coordination traps separately.

However, when the economy is trapped for one of those reasons, it increases the likeli-

hood of the economy being also trapped for the other reason; i.e., the poor countries

may be dually trapped. If a certain mass of people in the previous generation is un-

educated, then not only children of those uneducated agents but also other agents in

the economy have to choose not to receive education; i.e., the bad intergenerational

linkage causes a coordination failure. In the other direction, once a coordination failure

occurs, then the majority of agents in the generation choose not to receive education,

which causes the intergenerational poverty trap in the subsequent period. We show

that, consequently, any policy prescription that aims to solve only one of the problems

will not work and may fail completely without even partially resolving the targeted

problem. This could be one of the reasons why various forms of development assistance

have been largely unsuccessful.

4On the other hand, 39％ of them said that they could not afford to send their children to the

secondary school.
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International organizations have recently recognized the necessity of a combined

approach to the dual nature of the poverty trap. For example, the World Bank (South

Asia) the International Development Association (IDA) budgeted for the female ed-

ucation awareness program as well as for a stipend in the Female Secondary School

Assistance Project of Bangladesh, 1993-2001.5 Similarly, the Africa division of the

World Bank put special emphasis on awareness campaigns to enhance girls’ education

in Mauritania and Guinea (the World Bank 2000). The gross school enrollment rates

of girls increased to 83.2％ in 1997-98 from 39.3％ in 1989-90 in Mauritania and to

36.9％ in 1997-98 from 21.7％ in 1989-90 in Guinea.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section sets up a simple overlapping

generations model in which a parent’s human capital eases the acquisition of education

by her child. We derive young peoples’ schooling choices given their expectations

regarding the prospect of successfully obtaining a job in the modern sector. Firms’ job

creation decisions are analyzed in section 3. Section 4 investigates the equilibrium of the

economy and shows that, under a particular parameter range, the equilibrium exhibits

a dual poverty trap. In section 5, after explaining why the one-by-one prescription

fails, we consider two types of effective policies: subsidy for education and provision of

free education, each combined with public awareness campaigns. Concluding Remarks

appear in the last section.

2 Households

In the model, there are overlapping two-period-living agents with a unit population

for each generation. Agents seeks to maximize the utility that is obtained from their

consumption flow. For simplicity, we assume either that the economy is a small open

country or that agents are risk neutral. In either case, the discount factor is constant

and denoted by β ∈ (0, 1).

5see the World Bank’s web site: web.www.worldbank.org/html/extdr/hnp/health/inv ppl/p2outcom.htm

] bangladesh
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2.1 Childhood

Let us consider the life of agents born in period t. In the first period of their life, which

we call childhood, agents are endowed with one unit of time and choose whether or not

to attend school. Education is assumed to be indivisible: agents can become educated

in their adulthood if and only if they finish schooling in their childhood.

If agents decide not to go to school, they spend all available time in working.

Children can work only in the traditional sector, where the productivity is low but

neither education nor skill is necessary. Let z > 0 denote the marginal productivity of

labor per unit time in the traditional sector. Then income in childhood is z.

If agents want to become educated in adulthood, they must spend a certain amount

of time in schooling. Although their parents do not leave financial wealth as bequests,

parents’ acquired skill has a favorable influence on their ability to learn.6 If one’s

parent is skilled (educated or has obtained a skill through work, as discussed later), a

time of e ∈ (0, 1) is required to finish school. For the remaining time in childhood, the
agent works in the traditional sector and earns (1 − e)z. If the agent’s parent is not
skilled, a time of e > e is required to finish school. Note that this agent needs a longer

time to finish school as he or she cannot rely on his or her parents’ knowledge. For the

remaining time, the agent works and earns (1− e)z.

2.2 Adulthood

In what follows, we consider an agent’s behavior in adulthood. Adult agents can work

either in the modern sector or in the traditional sector.

In the modern sector, production takes place when a firm and a worker meet and

agree to a division of output. However, the labor market in the modern sector is

frictional and a worker must search for a vacant job. For simplicity, we do not consider

separate labor markets for educated and uneducated workers–they search for a job

in the same pooled market and find one with the same probability.7 Let qt+1 ∈ [0, 1]

6This can be interpreted as a particular form of intergenerational transfer of human capital, as is

often assumed in the literature; e.g., De la Croix and Michel (2002).

7This assumption can be justified if firms cannot distinguish between educated and uneducated

workers until they match with a worker. In other words, this search process is ‘undirected.’
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denote the probability of a worker successfully matching with a job. Although the

value of qt+1 is endogenous, each worker takes it as given.

Both educated and uneducated adult workers seek to find jobs in the modern sector,

as the expected income there is higher than elsewhere (which will be confirmed shortly).

If a worker fails to match with any vacancy in the modern sector, which occurs with

probability 1 − qt+1, she works in the traditional sector where a job is easy to find at
no friction (e.g., workers can be self-employed). In that case, she earns z, regardless of

her education level.

If an adult agent successfully matches with a vacant job in the modern sector, which

occurs with probability qt+1, her income depends on whether she is educated or not

(i.e., whether she has finished schooling in her childhood). When an educated worker

matches with a vacancy in a firm, this pair can produce an output of by > z. Before the
production process starts, the worker and the firm negotiate the division of the output.

If the worker and the firm fail to agree on the division of output, they cannot match

with other agents within the period. After the breakdown, the worker can work in the

traditional sector, where she can earn z, whereas the firm cannot produce output and

its income is zero. Let y ≡ (by − z)/2 > 0 denote half of the surplus from the match.

Through negotiations, we assume that the pair reaches the Nash bargaining solution

with equal bargaining powers. Then, the income of the worker is y + z, whereas that

of the firm is y.

When an uneducated worker matches with a vacancy, she tries to acquire the re-

quired skill through self-training, or learning by doing in the modern sector. She

successfully obtains the skill with a small probability p ∈ (0, 1), and for this case, the
match produces z + 2y. The division of the surplus is y + z and y as above. However,

with probability (1− p), she fails, and the match produces only z–i.e., the surplus is
zero. Then, the worker earns z and the vacancy gets nothing. Figure 1 summarizes

the possible courses of life of an individual.

2.3 Schooling Decisions

Agents determine whether or not to attend school in order to maximize the present

value of their lifetime income. If an agent born in period t decides not to attend school,

the present value of expected lifetime income is z+β[pqet+1(y+z)+(1−pqet+1)z], where
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Figure 1: Life of an individual

qet+1 is the expected value of qt+1 as of period t. Likewise, if an agent born in period t

decides to finish school, her present value of lifetime income is (1−e)z+β[qet+1(y+z)+
(1 − qet+1)z], where e = e if one’s parent is skilled whereas e = e if not so. Therefore,
the net benefit of schooling is:

−ez + βqet+1(1− p)y, where e = e or e. (1)

Note that, as e < e, the net benefit of education is higher for agents with skilled

parents (i.e., parents who have finished schooling or obtained skill through working in

the modern sector).

A young agent receives education if and only if expression (1) is positive or zero.8

More specifically, a young agent whose parent is skilled receives education if and only

8It is assumed that agents receive education when they are indifferent to doing so.
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if the expected probability of finding a job is reasonably high:

qet+1 ≥ ez/(β(1− p)y) ≡ q∗. (2)

A young agent whose parent is not skilled receives education if and only if the expected

probability of finding a job is even higher:

qet+1 ≥ ez/(β(1− p)y) ≡ q > q∗. (3)

We focus on the case in which the time cost of education for children of unskilled

parents, e, is fairly high so that the threshold level q exceeds one.9 This means that

children of unskilled parents never receive education–the only way for them to acquire

skill is learning by doing. In later sections, we show that this limitation in intergen-

erational mobility constitutes one factor in generating a poverty trap. Before that,

however, we describe how jobs are created.

3 Matching Technology and Job Creation

In the modern sector, a worker must meet a vacant job in order to produce output.

Vacant jobs are created by firms through free entry. Let the cost of creating a vacant

job be denoted by k > 0, and let vt+1 represent the number of vacancies created by

firms in period t+ 1. Any job, filled or not, deteriorates in one period.

There exists a search-matching friction as mentioned before. Specifically, we assume

that the number of matches in a period is determined by a standard symmetric Cobb—

Douglas matching function, M(`t+1, vt+1) = A`
1/2
t+1v

1/2
t+1, where A > 0 is a parameter

of matching technology and `t+1 denotes the number of workers who search for a job.

Recall that all adult workers (with population one) search for a job in the modern

sector, which means `t+1 = 1. Therefore, the number of matches in period t + 1 is

M(1, vt+1) = A
√
vt+1. The probability of a worker matching with a vacant job is:

qt+1 =M(1, vt+1)/1 = A
√
vt+1. (4)

In a similar way, the probability of a vacant job matching with a worker can be ex-

pressed as M(1, vt+1)/vt+1 = A/
√
vt+1.

9Specifically, it is assumed that e > β(1− p)y/z.
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Let us calculate the profitability of creating a job. Let Et+1 denote the number of

educated among the adult agents in period t + 1. When a vacant job is created, it

meets with a worker with probability A/
√
vt+1. Conditional upon this, the matched

worker turns out to be educated with probability Et+1/`t+1 = Et+1, and in that case,

the firm earns y. With probability (1 − Et+1), the matched worker is uneducated.
The uneducated worker successfully trains himself with probability p, for which case

the firm earns y, but if he fails to acquire the skill, the firms earns 0. Therefore, the

expected profit of creating a vacancy is written as:

(A/
√
vt+1) [Et+1 + (1− Et+1)p] y − k. (5)

In equilibrium, the number of vacant jobs, vt+1, is determined so that expression (5)

becomes zero; i.e., vt+1 = A
2 [Et+1 + (1− Et+1)p]2 /k2. Substituting it into (4) shows

that the equilibrium probability for a worker of finding a job is:10

qt+1 = m0 +m1Et+1, (6)

where m0 ≡ pA2y/k and m1 ≡ (1 − p)A2y/k are positive constants. Equation (6)
implies that if firms observe that there are greater numbers of educated workers among

adults, they create more jobs in the modern sector, leading to an increase in qt+1. We

also have shown in the previous section that, if young agents expect qt+1 to be higher,

they are more willing to obtain education, leading to an increase in Et+1. In the

next section, we show that the mutual dependence between qt+1 and Et+1 gives rise to

multiple equilibria.

4 Equilibrium

In the model presented above, the current state of the economy is sufficiently described

by the number of educated among the adult agents, Et. Given Et, the first subsection

investigates the equilibrium of the economy in a particular period. Then, the second

10 As qt+1 is a probability, it must be between 0 and 1. Therefore, it may be more appropriate

to write (6) as qt+1 = min[m0 + m1Et+1, 1], or to write the matching function as M(`t+1, vt+1) =

max[A`
1/2
t+1v

1/2
t+1, `t+1, vt+1]. If k > A

2y, the right-hand side of (6) does not exceed 1 for any Et+1 ∈
[0, 1], and therefore such a consideration is unnecessary. In what follows, we assume k > A2y.
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subsection considers the evolution of the economy over generations and explains why

a poverty trap emerges.

4.1 Stage Equilibria

Let us consider the behavior of generation t agents (those born in period t), given the

number of educated among the previous generation’s adults, Et. To this end, we first

need to know how many generation t agents have skilled parents. Similarly to (6),

firms in period t create vacant jobs so that the probability of a generation t− 1 adult
finding job is qt = m0 + m1Et. Therefore, qt(1 − Et) uneducated workers find jobs
in the modern sector, and pqt(1 − Et) of them successfully obtain the required skills

by themselves. The number of skilled workers among generation t − 1 is the sum of

educated and self-trained workers, which can be written as a function of Et:

S(Et) ≡ Et + pqt(1− Et) = Et + p(m0 +m1Et)(1− Et). (7)

Observe that function S(Et) is increasing and concave for all Et ∈ [0, 1].11

Among the young agents in period t, S(Et) of them are with skilled parents and

1 − S(Et) of them are with unskilled parents. Recall that children of skilled parents

receive education if and only if they expect that they will find a job in the modern

sector in the next period with probability higher than or equal to q∗ (see equation 2).

Recall also that children of unskilled parents never receive education. Therefore, the

number of young agents who obtain education is:

Et+1 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩0 if qet+1 < q
∗,

S(Et) if qet+1 ≥ q∗.
(8)

Equation (8) determines the number of educated in period t+1, Et+1, as a function

of the expected matching probability, qet+1. Then, as a function of Et+1, the actual

matching probability qt+1 is determined according to (6). As long as agents are rational,

11By straightforward calculations, S0(Et) = 1+p(m1−m0)−2pm1Et and S
00(Et) = −2pm1 < 0. In

addition, as it is assumed that k > A2y (see footnote 10), S0(1) = 1− p(m0 +m1) = 1− pA2y/k > 0.
Therefore S0(Et) > 0 for all Et ∈ [0, 1] follows.
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Figure 2: Reaction functions and stage equilibria

the expected matching probability qet+1 must coincide with the actual probability qt+1.
12

Therefore, the rational expectations equilibrium for this period is given by a pair of

qt+1 and Et+1 that simultaneously satisfy (6) and (8).

Figure 1 displays job creation (6) and schooling decisions (8) in (qt+1, Et+1) space.

Throughout the analysis, we assume that the probability of obtaining skill without

education is low so that m0 ≡ pA2y/k < q∗ holds. Observe that if S(Et) ≥ (q∗ −
m0)/m1 ≡ S∗, there are two rational expectations (stage) equilibria:

(qet+1, Et+1) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩(m0, 0) · · · thin market eq.

(m0 +m1S(Et), S(Et)) · · · thick market eq.
(9)

If young agents in period t expect the matching probability in period t+1 to be low, they

do not receive education. Then, in period t+ 1, firms observing few educated workers

are not willing to create many jobs in the modern sector. Thus, the low matching

probability is realized, which we call the thin market equilibrium. Conversely, young

agents with skilled parents receive education in period t if they expect the matching

probability in period t + 1 to be high. Then, in period t + 1, firms observing many

educated workers create sufficiently many jobs that the matching probability is actually

high, which we call the thick market equilibrium.

12Note that, for simplicity, we rule out mixed strategies. If agents are allowed to make schooling

decisions probabilistically, (q∗, S∗) can be another equilibrium. However, equilibria such as (q∗, S∗)

are often ruled out in the literature as they seem ‘unstable.’
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If S(Et) < S
∗, only the thin market equilibrium exists:

(qet+1, Et+1) = (m0, 0). (10)

In this case, the young agents who have skilled parents correctly know that, even when

all of them choose to receive education, firms will not create enough jobs such that

their devoted time is legitimized.13

4.2 Poverty Trap

In what follows, we consider the long-term dynamics of the economy in terms of the

number of educated, Et. From (9) and (10), Et evolves over generations according to:

Et+1 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩0 if S(Et) < S
∗,

either 0 or S(Et) if S(Et) ≥ S∗,

as illustrated in Figure 3. We find that there exist two steady-state values of Et: one is

a good steady state in which all agents receive education (Et = 1), whereas the other

is a poverty trap in which no agent receives education (Et = 0).

Figure 3 also shows an example path converging to the good steady state. Observe

that, for the economy to converge to the good steady state, two distinct conditions

must be satisfied. First, for every generation, young agents must expect the probability

of finding a job in the modern sector to be high so that the thick market equilibrium

is realized for all periods. Second, the number of skilled agents in the initial adult

generation, S(E0), must be larger than the threshold level, S
∗, as otherwise the thick

market equilibrium does not exist. If either of the above two conditions is violated,

the economy falls into the poverty trap, as we now describe in detail.

Observe that, regardless of the initial state E0, the thin market equilibrium is

always feasible. Therefore, if the initial young agents happen to have a pessimistic ex-

pectation that firms in the modern sector will not create many jobs (which is one of the

rational expectations), they do not receive education, and the thin market equilibrium

13From (1) and (6), the net benefit of education when all of the fortunate young agents who have

skilled parents receive education is −ez + β(m0 +m1S(Et))(1 − p)y. This expression is negative if
S(Et) < S

∗.
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Figure 3: Dynamics and multiple steady states

is realized in the next period (i.e., E1 = 0). Obviously, this is a worse outcome than

the thick market equilibrium in which many of them obtain jobs in the modern sector.

Then, why do they not change their minds and have an optimistic expectation? The

reason is that each agent cannot rationally change his or her expectation given those

of the others: if other agents have a pessimistic expectation, one can rationally expect

that other agents will not receive education and that, in the next period, firms observ-

ing this will not create enough jobs. Therefore, this bad outcome cannot be escaped

unless all young agents somehow coordinate their expectations; i.e., a coordination trap

emerges.

The selection of equilibrium depends not only on expectations but also on the

previous generation’s educational attainments. Suppose that the threshold level S∗

is larger than pm0, or equivalently that the time cost of education, e, is higher than

β(1 − p)(1 + pm1)m0y/z ≡ be. Then, young agents cannot hold an optimistic expec-
tation about the probability of finding a job in the modern sector, unless sufficiently

many (E∗ ≡ S−1(S∗)) agents in the previous generation have obtained education. If
the economy starts from E0 < E∗, then the initial young agents necessarily hold a

pessimistic expectation as the thin market equilibrium is the only possible equilibrium

in the next period, and therefore they choose not to receive education. This means

14



E1 = 0 < E∗, which induces the young agents in period 1 to choose again not to

receive education. Such a bad linkage continues over generations, which we call an

intergenerational trap.

The coordination trap and the intergenerational trap emerge for distinct reasons,

but they fortify each other. Suppose that, in some period t, the young agents fail to

coordinate on the optimistic expectation, and therefore Et+1 = 0 realizes. Then, from

period t+1 on, the only possible equilibrium is the thin market equilibrium. That is, a

coordination trap in a certain period triggers the intergenerational trap that persists.

Conversely, suppose that the economy has been in the intergenerational trap, and then,

for some period t, the thick market equilibrium becomes feasible (e.g., if e suddenly

falls below be). This means that the economy is no longer in the intergenerational trap.
However, as young agents in period t know that the probability of finding a job in the

modern sector has been low for a number of generations before them, they are likely

to think that the thin market equilibrium will be realized again in the next period

(more precisely, they are likely to think that other young agents will hold a pessimistic

expectation). That is, even when the economy can escape from the intergenerational

trap, the history of it being in that trap increases the likelihood of the coordination

trap in this period, and also in the future.14

5 Economic Policies

The previous section has shown that if Et = 0 < E
∗, the economy is dually trapped in

the sense that both the intergenerational and coordination issues must be resolved be-

fore economic development can be achieved. This section considers policy prescriptions

for escaping from this dual poverty trap.

5.1 Inefficacy of Separate Implementation

When the economy is in the intergenerational trap, only a few young agents have

skilled parents (S(Et) < S
∗). Then the majority of the young agents, with unskilled

14Rostow (1990) calls such a phenomenon “long run fatalism,” whereas Hoff and Pandey (2004) call

such behavior “historically created social identities.” Chamley (2002) shows that a similar equilibrium

will be chosen again and again if there is small uncertainty about the structure of the economy.
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parents, face a high time cost of education and therefore do not receive education. This

in turn lowers the number of jobs created by firms in the next period and therefore

deters even the fortunate young agents with skilled parents from receiving education.

To resolve this trap, one can imagine two types of policy. One is to subsidize education

so that the fortunate young agents with skilled parents receive education even when

they expect the probability of finding a job to be not very high. Another is to provide

free education for some unfortunate young agents; then firms in the next period will

create more jobs, which can induce the fortunate young agents to choose to receive

education.

Both types of policy will be effective if the only problem is intergenerational issues.

However, in a dually trapped economy, such policies cannot help the economy escape

from poverty as long as the expectations of the agents, qet+1, do not change; i.e., the

pair of qet+1 = m0 and Et+1 = 0 is always a rational expectation equilibrium. Therefore,

subsidy or free provision of education should be combined with appropriate policies

that convince young agents that their lives can be different from their parents’ (e.g.,

public awareness campaigns).

Note also that a public awareness campaign never changes the expectations of ra-

tional agents unless it is combined with a subsidy or free provision of education–the

thin market equilibrium is only the feasible equilibrium in the dual poverty trap, and

the only rational expectation is a pessimistic one. Therefore, the remedies for the inter-

generational issue and the coordination issue must be implemented simultaneously–if

they are implemented separately or sequentially, they are most likely to fail. The

following discusses the combined policy package in more detail.

5.2 Uniform Subsidy for Schooling

Consider a subsidy program in which any young agent who completes schooling receives

σtz, where σt > 0. For simplicity, we assume that the expenditure for this program is

covered by foreign aid (the results do not change if it can be covered by a nondistor-

tionary tax). Adding σtz to expression (1) shows that this subsidy in effect lowers the

time cost of education, e and e, by σt. Unless σt is very large, it does not change the
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Figure 4: Dynamic effects of subsidy for schooling

behavior of young agents who face the high cost e − σt of schooling.
15 Therefore, the

uniform subsidy is virtually directed to privileged agents who have skilled parents.

How large should the size of subsidy σt be? By replacing e by e − σt in (2), it

turns out that subsidy σt lowers the threshold number of skilled adults from S∗ ≡
(q∗ − m0)/m1 to S

∗ − λσt, where λ ≡ z/(β(1 − p)m1y) is a constant. As shown in

Figure 4, the thick market equilibrium becomes possible if:

S(Et) ≥ S∗ − λσt ⇔ σt ≥ (S∗ − S(Et))/λ.

Suppose that the economy is initially in the dual poverty trap: Et = 0 < E
∗. As the

number of skilled adults is S(Et) = pm0, the subsidy is effective only if σt ≥ e − be.16
With subsidy σt ≥ e − be, both the optimistic expectation qet+1 = m0(1 + pm1) and

the pessimistic (or conservative in the sense that it is the same as qt) expectation

qet+1 = m0 are rational. Therefore, by combining a sufficient amount of subsidy and

a policy instrument that coordinates expectations, the number of agents receiving

education can be increased: Et+1 = S(Et) > Et.

15If σt is that large, all agents go to school and economic development is completed in one period.

While this is theoretically possible, the magnitude of expenditure required for such a policy would be

implausibly huge.

16σt ≥ (S∗−S(Et))/λ = ((q∗−m0)/m1−pm0)·(β(1−p)m1y)/z = e−β(1−p)(1+pm1)m0y/z = e−be.
17



How long should education be subsidized in this case? As S(Et) is increasing in Et,

the required amount of subsidy (S∗−S(Et))/λ falls period by period. S(Et) eventually
exceeds S∗, and thereafter a subsidy is unnecessary. Even after this take-off period

is finished, young agents must coordinate upon the thick market equilibrium for all

periods. This is typically not difficult given that they observe that firms are creating

enough jobs for their parents when they form expectations. Over generations, the

economy approaches the good steady state, Et = 1.

It should be noted that even though only agents with skilled parents receive the

subsidy, those who do not also benefit from an externality. When the agents receiving

subsidy acquire education, firms create more jobs in the modern sector, and agents

without education can enjoy a greater opportunity for self-training when they are

hired in the modern sector. In fact, this is the immediate reason why Et increases over

generations.

5.3 Providing Free Education

The previous subsection has shown that, even though the uniform subsidy for edu-

cation is virtually directed only to children of skilled parents, if it, and appropriate

campaign policy, can change the expectations of those fortunate agents, children of

unskilled parents will also benefit from such a policy package through an externality.

However, for various reasons, aid organizations often aim to support directly the most

unfortunate people. This subsection examines the effectiveness of such programs.

Consider a policy of providing free education to a certain number young agents. The

recipients of ‘free education’ are compensated not only for direct expenses regarding

education (not explicitly considered in the model) but also for the opportunity cost

of learning (i.e., ez or ez). Suppose that, in each period, the government or aid

organization that implements this program can control the number of recipients, nt,

as well as the number of the children of unskilled parents among the recipients, nut .

Then, even in the thin market equilibrium, nt agents receive free education. In the

thick market equilibrium where agents expect qt+1 to be higher than q
∗, education is

received by all children of skilled parents, S(Et), and n
u
t young agents without skilled
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Figure 5: Dynamic effects of free education

parents but with provision of free education. Therefore equation (8) changes to:

Et+1 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩nt if qet+1 < q
∗,

S(Et) + n
u
t if qet+1 ≥ q∗.

(11)

Firms’ decisions to create jobs are the same as (6). From (11) and (6), we can

derive the dynamics of Et over generations:
17

Et+1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
nt if S(Et) + n

u
t < S

∗,

either nt or S(Et) + n
u
t if S(Et) + n

u
t ≥ S∗ > nt,

S(Et) + n
u
t if nt ≥ S∗.

(12)

Observe that, as shown by the third line of (12), there is only a thick market equilibrium

if free education is provided for more than S∗ children (regardless of whether they are

children of unskilled parents or not). Obviously, the problems of the dually trapped

economy can be solved all at once if the majority of people can receive free education.

However, such a policy typically requires an excessively large amount of expenditure

in one period and thus often cannot be implemented within limited budgets.

17As there are only S(Et) children of skilled parents, the number of free education recipients among

them, nt − nut , cannot exceed S(Et). Therefore, S(Et) + nut ≥ (nt − nut ) + nut = nt.
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In the following, we propose a two-step method in which the required budget in

each period is smaller. When nt < S∗, the dynamics of Et, determined by (12), can

be illustrated as in Figure 5. Suppose that the economy is initially in the dual poverty

trap, and denote the initial period by 0: E0 = 0. If n1 young agents receive free

education in the initial period, they become educated and therefore E1 = n1. That

is, even though n1 is far smaller than S
∗ and therefore the economy stays in the thin

market equilibrium, the new steady-state level of Et is raised by n1.

Then, in the following period, let nu2 = S
∗−S(n1) children with uneducated parents

receive free education. S(E1) + n
u
2 reaches the threshold level S

∗, and therefore, if

combined with appropriate policies that affect young agents’ expectations, such a policy

can realize the thick market equilibrium, in which E2 = S
∗. Thereafter the economy

can trace the development path without further assistance as E3 = S(E2) = S(S
∗) >

S∗, and so forth. Not only can this two-step method diversify the required expenditure

over two periods but also it can reduce the total number of free education recipients

required before the full development has been completed.18

Let us return to the initial question of who should receive free education. In the

first step, the type of recipient does not matter. In that case, as a rule, provision

of free education for able students (in the model, those with skilled parents) may be

financially more reasonable.19 However, it must be noted that in the second step, the

provision of free education must be directed toward the unfortunate children born to

unskilled parents. The activities of aid organizations in favor of unfortunate children

can be legitimized when such activities are parts of a long-running program. Note

also that the public awareness program must be implemented in this later stage of the

program, whereas it must be implemented at the initial state of the program if the

(uniform) subsidy is used instead of provision of free education.

18Using (7), (n1 + n2) = S
∗ − (S(n1) − n1) = S∗ − p(m0 +m1n1)(1 − n1) < S∗. In addition, the

derivative of (n1+n2) with respect to n1 at n1 = 0 is −p(m1−m0) = −(1−2p)A2y/k, where we used
(6). As long as p is small, this expression is negative. It means that the total number of recipients

can be reduced by choosing n1 > 0 rather than using a one-step program in which n1 = 0.

19To compensate for the opportunity cost of education, provision of free education for a child of

skilled parents costs ez and that for a child of unskilled parents costs ez > ez.
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6 Conclusions

Using an overlapping generations model of search equilibrium, this paper has demon-

strated that limited intergenerational mobility and a coordination failure mutually

reinforce each other, generating a dual poverty trap. Escaping from the dual trap

requires combined implementation of financial assistance for schooling and policies for

changing agents’ expectations. When financial assistance is given as a form of a uni-

form subsidy on education, it initially benefits able children who are born to skilled

parents but subsequently trickles down to children of families in less favorable situ-

ations. On the other hand, when assistance is given as a form of free education to

a limited number of children, free education should be provided to children in less

favorable situations, especially in the later stage of the assistance program.

This study highlights the necessity of designing a well-organized policy package by

simultaneously considering the intergenerational and coordination traps. We show that

the size and duration of financial assistance should be determined with a view not only

to mitigating the intergenerational issues but also to making the coordination feasible

(otherwise the assistance will be totally unsuccessful). Moreover, effective timing of

the awareness program to be implemented differs depending on the form of financial

assistance. We suggest from this research that a combined approach to seemingly

separate problems, not a single approach to either one, is necessary to help low-income

countries escape from the persistent poverty trap.
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